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OverviewTags. Sort
by.Newswise — While most

people know a bit about
Jupiter and its amazing

moons, new research has
revealed that there are 50
more undiscovered moons.
This is the result of a team
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of astronomers led by Dr.
Michael Wong from the

Johns Hopkins University,
who first observed the new

moons using the Hubble
Space Telescope. “It’s like
looking at the map of a city
and finding out that there
are five more buildings in
the part that you weren’t
expecting to see,” said
Wong. In this case, “the
unexpected” is Jupiter’s

northern hemisphere. These
new satellites of Jupiter
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were found after a
systematic search around

the planet. The team
analyzed existing data as
well as new, never-before-
seen Hubble images. They

found that Jupiter has seven
known moons and six

previously unknown ones.
The 16 new moons make
the giant planet’s total

number of moons to 25. “A
lot of planet-hunting

instruments are not quite as
powerful as the Hubble
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Space Telescope. As a
result, many of the new
moons we see around

Jupiter would have been
missed in previous

searches,” explained Dr.
Wong. The discovery of
these new moons is the
result of a painstaking

process that takes careful
analysis and a lot of

computer time. They are
especially challenging

because of the planet’s
extremely fast rotation. This
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movement makes it
extremely difficult for the

moon to be seen. But
because Jupiter’s rotational
speed is so slow, the moon
will remain visible for weeks
at a time. The distribution of

the new moons is not yet
clear. They are found to be

orbiting Jupiter in two
groups – those that lie close
to the planet and those that

lie farther out. The
researchers will continue to
search for more moons, in
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particular on the other side
of Jupiter. Their findings are

described in the print
version of the journal
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ar.[Construction of AAV-8 vector expressing PTH gene
and its effectiveness in animal model]. Our previous

studies showed that parathyroid hormone (PTH) gene
was able to inhibit hypercalcemia induced by cultured

adenoviral vector expressing full length PTH gene (Adv-
PTH) to host rat. To evaluate whether PTH gene can be
expressed in the target muscle tissue, we constructed

an AAV-8-PTH plasmid, which contained expression
cassette with SV40 promoter, CMV enhancer, hCMV-T

promoter and PTH gene. The expression of human PTH
cDNA after transfection of HEK293 cells was identified

with Western blot, and we further examined the
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transfection efficiency of human PTH cDNA in the
skeletal muscle cells of rat. The results showed that

human PTH was detected in transfected HEK293 cells.
In addition, human PTH expression was also identified
in the transfected myoblasts and myotubes of rat by
Western blot. Our study suggests that AAV-8 vector

expressing PTH can be developed as a new
therapeutic approach to the hypercalcemia induced by
adenoviral vector expressing full length PTH.Ludovica

Araújo Ludovica Araújo (born 15 January 1953) is a
Brazilian sports shooter. She competed at the 1992
Summer Olympics and the 1996 Summer Olympics.
References Category:1953 births Category:Living
people Category:Brazilian female sport shooters

Category:Olympic shooters of Brazil Category:Shooters
at the 1992 Summer Olympics Category:Shooters at
the 1996 Summer Olympics Category:People from

BezerrosI’m gonna make a case against
comprehensive immigration reform. It is not because I

am a huge advocate for immigration. I’m not.
However, in addition to being pro-immigration and anti-

oppression, I believe in border security, due process,
and building a coalition with both sides of the aisle.

You see, if what you really want is abolishing
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